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GENERAL SPECIFICATION: High Speed  APL UV 28/40 

Maximum size sheet       725X1016mm 

Minimum size sheet       300X457mm 

Maximum coating area       700X1000mm 

Maximum mechanical speed      10,000 sheets per hour 

Normal coating per hour                                                                           8000 sheets per hour 

 

Plate size        780X1016mm 

Pile height  delivery from floor (without conveyor)   1050mm 

Plate cylinder diameter       320mm (with blanket) 

Pile height of sheet feeder from floor     850mm 

Impression cylinder       320mm 

Machine Dimension                 L ‐11583xW‐3353xH‐2439 



 

INSTALLED POWER 

                                   # Coating unit     6.2 kw 

          # U.V. dryer (each lamp)    18kw.full power 

           #  Hot Air dryer     8kw. 

          # Conveyor drive     1.5kw 

          # Feed table     .4kw 

          # Delivery table     .75kw 

          # Feeder compressor    3kw 

          # Air Knife Compresssor    1 kw 

          # Vaccum  Conveyor    2.5kw 

          UV Lamp Cooling Blower    1.5kw   

         Air supply      5hp Comp. 

Note : POLYMER PLATES: 1.7mm photo polymer plates are recommended. A distortion of 0.9853% is required 

in circumferential direction. Distortion values may vary if a different place thickness is used. BLANKETS: 

standard blankets of 1.95mm are recommended with a packing of 0.55mm. 

DESCRIPTION of APL UV  28/40 

Fully automatic high speed coating machine capable of coating water/solvent based  lacquer, U.V. curable lacquers Up 

to 10000 sheets per hour along with the following accessories: 

FEATURES : 

# Precise registration at high speed using a precision adjustable side and front lay. 

# Powerful stream feeder to handle stocks from 80 G.S.M to 400 G.S.M board 

# User adjustable  double sheet detector 

# Swing Arm Gripper for high speed & accurate registration. 

# Micro adjustable front lays for easy and precise register on the run 



# Adustable side lays are given for front and reverse jobs registeration. 

# Delivery to accommodate a conveyor for /hot air/U.V. dryers 

# Pneumatically actuated anilox roller and impression cylinder 

# Quick change anilox roller without use of special tools 

# Doctor blade assembly with doctor blade angle adjustment 

# Cross-register adjustment on plate clamp to skew/cork the plate 

# Plate clamps suitable for clamping blankets, offsets or photopclymer plates 

# Full PLC control with digital touch screen human machine interface  

# Positive safety interlocks on all guards and nip guards conforming to CE & UL standards 

# Curing speed of up to 10000 SPH. 

# Job set up menu on touch screen for step by step set up 

#  Precise and consistent coating weight with every job. No scope for human errors. 

# Controlled film weight for every job with consistent cost and economics 

#  Fully Automatic Coating machine for full coating and Spot coating on paper & board. 

# Matt UV and Gloss UV can be used on this coater. 

# Water Base Aqueous Varnish, Water base Primer, solvent Base Varnish and Heat seal Laquour can be used in this 
machine.  


